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Abstract: Most scheduling problems have been demonstrated to calculate the time of scheduling algorithm problems.
The neural network is commonly applied to obtain an optimal solution in various different scheduling applications,
such as the traveling salesman problem (TSP), a typical discrete combinatorial problem. A time series algorithm in
neural network is used for obtaining optimal schedules and the neural network is trained on these schedules.
Knowledge is extracted from the trained network and past history data. The performance of this extracted rule set
scheduling instances. The capability of the rule-based scheduler in providing dataset is highly used in various
research works. This dynamic scheduling system should be seen as adaptive middle layer software, aware of current
available resources and making the scheduling decisions using the past experience. It aims to optimize job specific
parameters as well as the resource utilization. The scheduling system is able to dynamically calculation of finishing
time and time consumed in scheduling the tasks of different parameters.
Keywords: Time Series Neural Network, Scheduling algorithm, Releasing time and Processing time.
I. INTRODUCTION
Finding and optimizing efficient job scheduling policies in large distributed systems, which evolve dynamically, is a
challenging task. It requires the analysis of a large number of parameters describing the jobs and the time dependent state
of the system. These jobs need random access to very large amounts of data, which are assumed to be organized and
managed by distributed federations of OODB systems. Such a scheduling system may also help manage the way data are
distributed among regional centers as a function of time, making it capable of providing useful information for the
establishment and execution of data replication policies [3]. A large number of parameters, most of them time dependent,
must be used for the job scheduling in large distributed systems [6]. The problem is even more difficult when not all of
these parameters are correctly identified, or when the knowledge about the state of distributed system is incomplete
or/and known with ascertain delay in the past. Time series neural network is more efficient to predict the data as well as
provide the outputs using discrete input data of various tasks and parameters such as processing time, releasing time and
deadline to finish the all the tasks. This work is beneficiary for the systems and machines which are autonomously
schedule the things.
II. METHODOLOGY
The deterministic job shop scheduling problem (JSSP) is one of the classical problems in scheduling literature [1].
JSSP consists of a finite set of n jobs to be processed on a finite set of m machines and is denoted as an n x m problem.
The routing of a job is a predetermined sequence of operations. The methods used in this paper are Neural Network and
time series prediction to predict the scheduling time which varies for different algorithm proposed earlier [2]. Any
machine can easily determine using this technique that which scheduling algorithm is best in terms of money.
II.a. JOB SCHEDULING
The knowledge base for the learning task was provided by the supervised learning solution to the job shop problem
[5]. For this purpose, a prediction method for various kinds of inputs is chosen as the benchmark problem. This test
instance has three tasks and processing time, releasing time and deadline. The data for the instance is shown in Table 1
using the following structure.
Table 1. Attributes of each node
S.No.
Task
Processing Releasing Deadline
Name Time
Time
1
T1
6
9
15
2
T2
8
15
18
3
T3
11
18
20
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The dependencies of tasks are also determined by figure 1 to show the appropriate releasing time and precedence
constraints [8].

Figure 1. Dependenccies of nodes

II.b. NEURAL NETWORK
This method is chosen to process on various kinds of inputs and to give the selection based outputs. Any machine or
processor can easily determine or predict the future of the time taken by the scheduling algorithm.

Figure 2. Traversal of nodes along with weights in Direct Acyclic Graph
The nodes can consist the dependencies through various resources therefore we need a direct acyclic graph to
demonstrate the path of the system. In figure 3, the basic model of neural network is depicted and hidden input layers are
illustrated to calculate the output of the next time series [9].

Figure 3. Neural Network inputs and outputs
II.c. How Matlab Solves The Problem
MatLab R2012a is used to simulate the entire work because it can easily moderate the complexity of higher order
problems [10]. The client mode is used to schedule the tasks whereas a MatLab worker process the system in MatLab in
order to produce the results as depicted in figure 3.

Figure 4. How Matlab schedules the tasks
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III. SCHEDULING ALGORITHM
III.a. SCHEDULING WITH NEURAL NETWORK
There are attributes of Neural Network which is defined in table 2, time series back propagation network is used to
predict the value because this method reduces the error in system by subtracting the output from target values [7].
Table 2. Details of Neural Network Architecture used in Simulation
Number
of Inputs

Number
of
Outputs

Numbers
of Hidden
Layers

Types of
Prediction

Neural
Network
Types

Five

One

Three

Time Series

BackPropagation

Assignment of input features and target classes was done for each operation according to the classification scheme
described in the previous subsection. Sample data for the classification task is shown in table 3.
III.b. BRATLEY’S ALGORITHM
Bratley’s algorithm, is proposed to analyze and solve problem, is algorithm which uses branch and bound
method. Problem is from class NP-hard and finding best solution is based on backtracking in the tree of all solutions.
Number of solutions is reduced by testing availabilty of schedule after adding each task [6].
>> T = taskset([2 1 2 2]);
>> T.ReleaseTime = ([4 1 1 0]);
>> T.Deadline = ([7 5 6 4]);
>> p = problem(’1|rj,~dj|Cmax’);
>> TS = bratley(T,p);
>> plot(TS);

Figure 5. Bratley’s Algorithm Gantt chart
III.c. EARLIEST TIME FIRST ALGORITHM
Earliest Starting Time first (EST), intended to solve problem, is a strategy for LS algorithm in which the tasks are
arranged in order of non-decreasing starting time before the application of List Scheduling algorithm. EST is
implemented as an optional parameter to List Scheduling algorithm and it is able to solve problem.
>> t1=task(’t1’,3,10);
>> t2=task(’t2’,5,9);
>> t3=task(’t3’,5,7);
>> t4=task(’t4’,5,2);
>> t5=task(’t5’,9,0);
>> T = taskset([t1 t2 t3 t4 t5]);
>> p = problem(’P|rj|sumCj’);
>> TS = listsch(T,p,2,’EST’);
>> plot(TS);
The outputs of this paper is defined in the scheduling the different tasks rather it is focus on time calculating to schedule
the tasks [5]. The parameters of different tasks are so discrete that they raised the bar of complexity.
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Figure 6. Earliest Starting time first Algorithm Gantt chart
The given commands are taken from MatLab command prompt and they are executed one by one to retrieve the Gantt
chart to schedule the tasks. Each algorithm consists relevant time to finish their jobs; our aim is to determine the time to
choose the minimum time scheduling algorithm [4]. This prediction will not only turn around the complexity of selection
but also save the time in selection of different algorithm present in the market. The representation of charts explores the
way in which these algorithms schedule the tasks of various attributes. Dependencies of the tasks are also elaborated in the
graph to give the clear glimpse of resources available.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
Entire system is simulated in MatLab R2012a and time series neural network toolbox to generate the outputs.
Although, the attributes of the network is already defined in table 2, yet here once again we discuss about the results
produced.
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Neural Network predicts the value on the basis of supervised learning that is from the past experience and here are the
results which were predicted by our network for each algorithm. One can easily estimated that McNaughton’s consumes
minimum time for the tasks along with attributes given in table 1.
Table 3. Comparison of total scheduling time for different Algorithms
S.No.

Algorithm

1.

List Scheduling

Predicted Scheduling
Time
0.234

Actual Scheduling
Time
0.210
0.388

2.

Bartley’s Algorithm

0.431

3.

Earliest Time First

0.532

0.489

4.

McNaughton’s

0.175

0.122

Figure 7. Performance graph for the system
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Performance graph in figure 8 explains that best validation performance is 214.1879 after 7 epochs. Learning was halted
after 13 epochs because provided input data was highly discrete and scattered.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The scheduling time of any algorithm is really important issue if one has large number of tasks, therefore we have
moderate the method to select the scheduling algorithm among several scheduling methods available. Any machine or
processor sometime unable to choose the algorithm to continue its work. This paper proposed the prediction of minimum
time scheduling algorithm with help of several inputs and back propagation method in order to improve the error. The
future work of the paper is remaining for the finishing time calculation for the jobs assign to one or many systems. The
researchers are eagerly chasing the methods to predict the finishing time as earliest as possible.
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